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Solar Ceiling Fan with Battery #SN2015033 

This is a solar cooling with solar lighting comprehensive system: 

 As long as sunlight is available, its ceiling fan would keep running & LED panel

keep lighting-on to have you most benefit from the generous free & inexhaustible

solar energy.

 Since battery is assembled to serve as energy backup, the ceiling fan & LED panel

would be able to keep working continuously even during night time and other

sunless hours.

 To realize 100% SOLAR, a controller is included to smartly take care of the powers

supplied from solar panel & from battery:

 Solar panel is always of priority to power the ceiling fan & the LED panel, as long as its output is

enough to drive fan (or light up LED panel), controller will not allow battery to discharge;

 When solar panel output drops down to a certain point (say 18V), controller will start to ask battery

for energy backup, but just partially, as solar panel itself is still working. If solar panel is powering

at N%, battery will backup just (1-N%);

 Only when sunlight is not available will battery be working at a full percentage;

 When sun rises up again, the solar panel will gradually work at its full power, and battery gradually

stops discharging, likewise.

 Given the ceiling fan / LED panel is sometimes not needed to work, a remote

controller is provided for you to have them work flexibly at any time / in any way.

                                             SINOLTECH ENERGY LIMITED
          SHANDONG SINOLTECH INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD
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Solar Panel 

 

Module：30W 24V + 40W 30V Polycrystalline 

Size：785 X 495 X 25mm，include mounting bracket & angle braces 

Wire：6M，AWG1015 20#，anti-UV rubber cords 

 30W 24V to power Ceiling 

Fan & LED Panel in day 

40W 30V to charge Battery 

during day periods 

Optimum Power Voltage (Vmp) 24V±5% 30V±5% 

Operating Current (Imp) 1.25A±5% 1.33A±5% 

Open Circuit Voltage (VOC) 29.28V±5% 36.6V±5% 

Short Circuit Current (ISC) 1.44A±5% 1.53A±5% 

Maximum Power (PPm) 30W±5% 40W±5% 

Warranty: Pm is not less than 90% in 10 years and 80% in 25 years 

 

Lithium Storage Battery 

 

Capacity：9.6Ah 

Charging：charged by 40W 30V solar panel, and gets full in 7.2 hours of strong sunlight 

Discharge：discharges differently according to the working situations of ceiling fan and 

LED panel, so can support correspondingly longer /shorter time; but works only 

when sun is too weak / unavailable to power the ceiling fan & LED panel 
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Ceiling Fan 

 

Fan Speed: 90~210 RPM, 5 rates 

Motor 

Voltage 

rate 

Motor 

Current 

(A) 

Motor 

Power 

(W) 

Motor 

Speed 

(RPM) 

Air Flow 

If backup by Battery 

(extra running time) 

24V 

(14~24V) 

1 0.17 4.08 98 

max. 

14750CMH 

(8600CFM) 

56.47 Hrs 

(basing on 

LED panel 

lights-off) 

2 0.26 6.24 117 36.92 Hrs 

3 0.58 13.92 157 16.55 Hrs 

4 0.68 16.32 177 14.11 Hrs 

5 0.85 20.4 203 11.29 Hrs 

Warranty: 5 Years under normal use 

 

FYI: As above data shown, this is a super energy-effective solar ceiling fan, not only in the 

motor efficiency being high, but also in the product design being very practical. 

 

While other conventional items need more than 100W solar panel / 16Ah battery to have the 

ceiling fans run, our 30W solar panel power / 9.6Ah battery is already enough to have a same 

size ceiling fan (even including 10W LED panel) working perfectly.  Such high efficiency 

makes our product can work even in cloudy rainy days! 

 

LED Panel 

Integrated assembly with ceiling fan 

Power：10W 24V 

Luminous Flux：900LM 

Color Temperature：5000~5500（pure white） 

Lifespan：50，000 Hours 

Warranty: 2 Years under normal use 
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Remote Controller 

Function：control the ceiling fan and LED panel on / off flexibly

Smart Controller 

Integrated assembly with ceiling fan 

Functions: 

 make sure solar panel is the primary

power for this system, and won’t have

battery discharge until solar panel power

is too weak

 when it detects the output from solar

panel is insufficient, it will smartly shift to

battery supply to make sure ceiling fan

can keep on running / LED panel can

keep on lighting; and when it detects the

output from solar panel is strong enough

again, it will stop battery from discharging

immediately

 it makes sure everything is happening

automatically, no manual work

Package 

1PC Solar Panel (include Battery) & 1PC Ceiling Fan (include LED Panel) + 1PC Remote 

Controller as one set, and 1 set / 2 cartons 

Carton sizes：around 795X525X100mm & 715X285X330mm
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